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Why open source in office tools isimportant
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 Accessibility
 Security and transparency ››› Сompliance
 End to vendor lock-in
 Innovation without borders
 Instruments created for definite needs by definite minds



Editors for text documents,spreadsheets, presentations
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OOXML as a core format
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Node.js for server-side code
JavaScript SDK for client-sideinteraction
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Integrated inmore than30well-known platforms
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Embedded in more than200 web services



Available as DEB, RPM,Docker, Snap, UCS, Cloudron,AMI, Kubernetes
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ONLYOFFICE Docs CloudSerivice - coming soon..



Source code on GitHub underAGPL v.3
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Company:
Ascensio System SIA

Divisions:
Latvia (Riga)
UK (London)
USA (Dallas)

+ Community of developers and contributors

ONLYOFFICE Who is behind



Expert-level editing functionality

Deep integration into yourinfrastructure

Online, desktop, mobile

Support for all popular formats

Document collaboration withoutdisruption

Data security and control

Continuous updates and fixes
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 Full set of editing and formatting tools: all operations
with fonts and styles, paragraph and text formatting

 Creating and customizing all kinds of objects: shapes,
charts, tables and text boxes

 Formatting and navigation: footnotes, endnotes, table
of contents, bookmarks

 Content controls for creating digital forms
 Collection of plugins
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Create and edit all kinds of textdocuments
Rich functionality
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Easily calculate and navigatespreadsheet data
Rich functionality

 400+ functions and formulas
 Analyzing data: pivot tables, slicers, sparklines, removing

duplicated values
 Conditional formatting
 Data validation
 Using visuals: charts and graphics, equations, shapes and

images, Text Art, YouTube videos
 Sheet Views
 Automation withmacros
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 Full set of editing and formatting tools: all
operations with fonts and styles, slides

 Creating and customizing all kinds of objects:
ready-made transitions, shapes, charts, tables and
equations

 Presenter view with notes
 Collection of plugins
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Create rich and informativepresentations
Rich functionality



Desktop Docs
Highest compatibility with MS Office formats

Other online editors



OOXML
DOCX, XLSX, PPTX

ODF
ODT, ODS, ODP

Other popular formats
DOC, XLS, PPT, PDF, TXT, RTF, HTML, EPUB, CSV, etc.

Easier work with ODF
in integrated instances via connectors' settings: auto-converting and opening files directly for editing
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Support for other popular formats



Choose your wayto collaborate on docs
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Document collaboration without disruption

 Co-edit documents in real time
 Lock paragraph to edit it privately



 Full access
 Read only
 Review to allow suggesting changes
 Comment to let view and comment
 Fill forms for filling the form fields
 Custom filter (spreadsheets) to let users filter

sheets independently

Provide advanced documentpermissions
Document collaboration without disruption
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 Notice every change in similar files with documentcomparison
 Track all changesmade by co-authors
 Restore previous versions from version history

Review and compare docs
Document collaboration without disruption
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 Communicate in real time via built-in chat
 Reach out to Telegram contacts right in the editor
 Leave comments with mentions

Discuss your document with the team
Document collaboration without disruption
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Client-side performance
Document collaboration without disruption
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Samantha Jones

Olivia Robinson

Jason Davis



Collaboration on any OS
Online, desktop and mobile interfaces
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ONLYOFFICE Desktop Editors:
 Windows, Linux, and macOS
 Full functionality
 Local fonts, presets, and spellchecker
 Collaboration in ONLYOFFICE and other clouds
ONLYOFFICE Documentsmobile app
 Android and iOS
 Document management, editing and collaboration
 Access to ONLYOFFICE and any cloud via WebDAV



Self-hosted solution
Document access control: password protection,
e-signature, JWT protection, flexible permissions,
watermarking, copy/download/printing restriction
Encryption:

 HTTPS data encryption in transit
 End-to-end document encryption

Fully control your data and get themost of privacy
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Ultimate security



Compliance with security standards
Ultimate security
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HIPAA compliance GDPR compliance ISO 27001certification HDS certification(Health DataHosting)



Since FOSSCOMM 2020:
 Versions 6.0.2-6.4.2
 4 major releases
 7 intermediate updates

Continuous updates and fixes
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 Conditional formatting
 Sparklines
 Data import from CSV and TXT
 Hyperlink auto-correction
 Text to table conversion
 Auto-capitalization
 Version history in presentations
 Bulk work with comments
 125% and 175% scaling options
 Colorblind-friendly chart types
 Improved support for ARM-based macOS

devices (desktop)
 WOPI and API updates
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ONLYOFFICE Docs 6.4
What’s new in the latest version



ONLYOFFICE Docs in use
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ONLYOFFICEWorkspace

1 2 3
Ready-to-useconnectors Built into yourown solution
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ONLYOFFICE Docs in use
ONLYOFFICE Workspace

ONLYOFFICE Docs + productivity tools

Document & filemanagementCalendar

PrivateRooms

MailProjectmanagement

Community ControlPanel

Reinforced data security
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ONLYOFFICE Docs in use
READY-TO-USE API-BASED CONNECTORS
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ONLYOFFICE Docs in use
NEW CONNECTORS



ONLYOFFICE Docs can be connected to any cloud
service using Web Application Open Platform
Interface (WOPI):
 It standardizes the integration process;
 It is required by some integrators;
 Sometimes API integration is not possible.

WOPI is not a complete alternative to API: it doesn't
support specific formats, features, and collaboration
capabilities.
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ONLYOFFICE Docs in use
Integration via WOPI



 True WYSIWYG
 Well-documented integration API
 All programming languages supported
 Any deployment model: SaaS / on-premises
 Document Builder included (doc generation tool)
 WOPI support
 JavaScript plugins to easily add extra functionality
 200+ existing web services built with ONLYOFFICE Docs
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ONLYOFFICE Docs in use
ONLYOFFICE Docs Developer Edition

 Regular updates andprofessional assistance
 White Label to deliverthe editors under yourbrand
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Trusted by over +7M users
frommultiple industries
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Trusted by over +7M users
The General Secretariat of Economic and Financial Ministries (France)

ONLYOFFICE + Alfresco

Within the framework of the COLL@DOC program, the Directorate General for Enterprises has integrated
many projects into its information system: ONLYOFFICE, e_Par@f, and Documento.

Directorate needed to convert paper documents and notes into digital files and work on them online.
The integration of ONLYOFFICE allows making last-minute changes before signing the document right within

the e_Par@f interface without downloading and re-uploading the documents.
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Trusted by over +7M users
Česká televize (Czech Republic)

ONLYOFFICE + ownCloud

For now, the ONLYOFFICE Docs instance is connected to ownCloud, which is used by more than 100
employees.Czech TV was looking for a solution to edit documents online on their ownCloud server. They

tested Collabora at first, but found ONLYOFFICE more stable and user-friendly.



 Smart forms
 Multiple improvements in presentation editor
 30+ new interface languages
 Major accessibility optimization
 Markdown and other new plugins for editors
 New official connectors: Jira, Slack, Mattermost
 ONLYOFFICE Docs Cloud Service

ROADMAP
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Upcoming: Smart forms



ONLYOFFICE Docs Cloud Service
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 Integration without installation
 Dedicated server hosting
 Maintenance, administration and updates
 Demo instance available



Thank you!
Questions & info:

Contacts:
sales@onlyoffice.com
partners@onlyoffice.com
www.onlyoffice.com


